The A CP Bisimulation Tool is an implementation of an action relation model for the algebraic process theory ACPr.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
In current times there is a movement towards generalization of transition system based process specification theories. Among the formalisms that have developed in this context are the algebraic process theories like ACP~. A CP~ is an equational theory consisting of a signature and a set of axioms, parametrized with a set of atomic action names, a set of process variables and a communication function. The terms over the signature axe interpreted as processes. Different models exist for ACP~ , e.g. term models, graph models, projective limit models and action relation models ( [3] , I16]). The action relation models are particularly suitable for applications. Section 2 presents the action relation model of [16] . In the model a transition system is associated with each process expression through a set of inductive transition rules.
The semantics of the model are the transition systems modulo bisimulation equivalence ([3] , [18] , [16] , [5] and others). As the action relation model combines algebraic specification with transition system based process semantics, it is very suitable for implementation. Section 3 discusses the implementation of the action relation model in the A C P Bisimulation Tool.
A key notion in ACP~ is abstraction from internal actions. Using abstraction, verification of a various system properties can be expressed as bisimulation decision problems.
In section 4 it is demonstrated how mutual exclusion can be verified by abstraction and bisimulation decision, making automatic verification with the A CP Bisimulation Tool The transition system associated with a process expression p is denoted tr(p) and defined
) the transition set and p the root. tr(p) is often called the process graph of p.
The semantics of language P are the equivalence classes of bisimulating transition systems associated with the process expressions in ft. The notion of bisimuIation equivalence has been extensively discussed in [18] , and is briefly reviewed here. Let g = (V, E) be a directed, edge labeled graph where V is a set of nodes, A U {r, v/} the label alphabet, and E C V x (A u {r, v/}) x V the edge set. It is irrelevant whether g has a root. Let Vt~r,~i,~aZ _C V be the set of nodes in V that have no outgoing edges.
A relation R C_ V x V is a bisimulation iff R is symmetric and
a,v') e Z ==~ (3w' e V)[(w,a,w') e E A (v',w') e R])]
Let Pl,P2 be process expressions: Pl and P2 bisimulate, denoted Pl ~-P~, iff there exists a bisimulation R on the graph (V, E) with V = sub(p1) U sub(p2) and E =---+ n(V x (A U {r, v/}) x V) such that (p,, P2) e R. It can be shown (see [16] 
The ACP Bisimulation Tool
The ACP Bisimulation Tool implements the action relation model for ACP, of section 2 with * datastructures to represent process expressions and transition systems * procedures implementing the transition generating rules R1-R11 * a bisimulation decision algorithm
The front end of the ACP Bisimulation Tool is a parser that accepts linear (ASCII) representations of process specifications in ACP~ . The parse trees it produces form the internal representation of process expressions in the tool. There are procedures corresponding directly to each of the rules R1-Rll. generating the transitions for a given process expression. A transition system is generated from a process expression by iterative application of the transition generating procedures, until no more new nodes are generated. It should be noted that in ACP, one can specify infinite state processes for which this procedure does not terminate. Transition systems are represented internally by linked list structures. Each node and edge is implemented by a record. The nodes are stored in a linked list, and for each node the set of outgoing edges is again a linked list. Among the procedures for the transition rules there is a r-transition saturation procedure implementing the rules Rll.1, Rll.2. Saturation with respect to r-transitions is done by an adapted transitive closure computation algorithm and is the most costly part of the process graph construction in terms of time complexity (in the order #nodes3). Bisimulation equivalence is decided through a partitioning algorithm that refines equivalence classes of nodes until the result is a maximal bisimulation. The method is based on an algorithm for an abstract graph partitioning problem called the Relational Coarsest Partition problem, and is extensively discussed in [18] , [12] , [7] , [8] , [9] . There are several known solutions with different time complexities, the best of which is the Paige-Tarjan algorithm having complexity order #transitions log ~nodes.
Once computed, the maximal bisimulation is kept in the ACP Bisimulation Tool as a linked list structure: the nodes are grouped together in 'blocks' corresponding to bisimulation equivalence classes. The tool can thus be easily extended to convey information about the equivalence classes of bisimulating nodes. For instance, a 'bisimulation error' may be reported during bisimulation computation, i.e. a point where the non-equivalence of subprocesses causes the root processes to be non-equivalent. The implementation of maximal bisimulations also suits transition system minimization. Once a maximal bisimulation R is computed on the nodes of transition system T, the following simple procedure reduces T to a minimal normal form T' (see [18] ):
1. each equivalence class of R becomes a node in T I The next section demonstrates that the A CP Bisimulation Tool can be used for verification of system properties by formulating verification problems as bisimulation decision problems. The key mechanism is abstraction.
Verification by abstraction and bisimulation
A range of common verification problems can be expressed as problems of bisimulation equivalence with abstraction. Given a specification p, the outline of verification by abstraction and bisimulation is 1. construct a high-level specification q of the property to be verified.
2. abstract internal actions in p with the construction rI(p) where I denotes the set of internal actions in p.
decide if Tx(p) ~-q
Informally, if ri(p) ~_ q then the external behaviour of p satisfies the specification q, and p passes the verification. Else, p fails the verification of the property expressed by q. The procedure has proven effective for verification of the reliable message channel property for transmission protocols, as shown in [3] , [6] . Here another example is considered.
A well known issue in verification is the problem of proving that processes running in parallel are mutually exclusive with respect to a common resource or 'critical' code. If all critical sections of a process are preceded with the special action in and followed by a special action out, then after abstracting from all actions except in and out, deadlockfree mutually exclusive behaviour is characterized by a strictly alternating sequence of in and out. This behaviour is specified in the equation 
c,(t) = r,(f), c,(f) + r,(t). C,(t) + r,+2(f). C,(f) + r,+~(t). C,(t) +~,(t). c,(t) + ~,+,(t). c,(t) c,(f) = r,(f) • C,(f) + r,(t). C,(t) + r,+~(y) • C,(y) + r,+,(t). C,(t)

+~,(y). C,(f) + ~,+,(y)-C,(f)
Process Pi contains a non-critical part NP~ and a critical part CPI (C~., NPi are not specified further). When Pi is ready to enter into its critical section, it signals this to the other process by setting Ci false, i.e. performing the action si(f), see above. Then it tests C3-i until receiving true and proceeds into the critical section after the special action in. After exit from the critical section (followed by special action out), Pi sets C~ back to true by performing the action si(t), and continues with NP~. The specification of P~ is:
NPi . si(f) . Pi '~' r,+~(/) • P,"" + r,+~(t). P,~° in. CPI . out. si(t) • Pi
The complete configuration specification consists of Cx, C2, P1, P2 in parallel, communicating over ports 1-4. Communication is enforced by encapsulating all single read and send actions on ports 1-4, so that the composed process may perform only communication actions on these ports. Let H = {r i (t), rj (f), sj (t), s~ (f)[j -1, 2, 3,4}, then the equation defining the complete configuration C is
C = OH(PIIIP211CI(t)IIC2(t))
To show that PI,P2 are mutually exclusive with respect to their critical sections, all actions except in and out are considered internal in C. Let (~(CPi) denote the actions in CPi; likewise a(YPi) denotes the actions in NPi (i --1,2). Assume that in, out [J~=1,2 a(NP~) U U~=1,2 a(CPi). Then the set I of internal actions in C is the set
Now the question whether C specifies deadlock-free mutually exclusive behaviour can be stated as the bisimulation problem ?
rx(C) ~-M
This problem has a negative answer, because C contains a deadlock. Informally, the deadlock is reached when P1, P2 set C1,C2 simultaneously to false, causing both processes to wait indefinately for C1, C2 to become true. In the transition system generated by C, this is mirrored by the following transitions:
OH(S~(f) . P~'"lls2(f) . P¢'"llC,(t)IlC=(t)) OH(P:'"IIs=(I) . P~"tI[C,(I)IIC=(t) ) C~ [ Dtest l r Df, est l
Hlfll ]112
IlC,(f)IlC,.(f))
It can be easily checked that there is no a, p such that
o.(P:"llPF'lIc,(/)IIc,(/)) p, subsequently
OH(P~e'tllP~e'ttlC,(f)l]C2(f)) ~ 6.
Now consider Dekker's mutual exclusion protocol as discussed also in [15] . The configuration is the same as in the previous example, except that there is a new variable T ranging over {1, 2} to indicate which process is next in turn. The reading an writing conventions on ports and communication are the same as in the above example. A sketch of the situation is given in figure 3 . 
T(1) = rs(1)-T(1)+rs(2)-T(2)+r6(1)-T(1)+r6(2).T(2) +ss(1). T(1) + se(1). T(1) T(2) = rs(t).T(1)+r~(2).T(2)+r6(1).T(1)+r6(2).T(2)
+85(2). T(2) + z6(2)" T(2)
After completing the non-critical section NPiprocess P~ sets C/ false and tests C3-/. However, if it finds Ca-i false P/does an additional check on T. If T = i, then P~_i is in its critical section, and Pi will wait for Pa_/to flag exit from the critical part by setting Ca_~ true. If T = 3 -i, then Pi withdraws its claim on the critical section by resetting Ci true, and waits for T to become i before repeating the procedure. The specification of Pi is
P~ = gPi . si(f) . p~h,c~ p¢hec~ = ri+2(t) " p~o + ri+2(f) . pt,rn p:,r, = r/+4(i) . p:h,ck + ri+4(3 --i) . p:,sa
if'"' :
. p:a/,
p:ait = ri+,(3 -i) . p:ait + ri+,(i) . Pi P[° = in . CP/ . out . si(t) . s/+4(3 -i) . Pi
Configuration D consists of P1, P2, CI(f), C2(f) and T(1) in parallel, with communication on all ports enforced by ecapsulation of all single read and write actions. The encapsulation set H is defined
H = {si(t),si(f),ri(t),ri(f)li
= 1,2,3,4} U{sj (1), sj (2), rj(1), rj (2)tJ = 5, 6}
The specification of D is
When considering the behaviour of D with respect to mutual exclusion, all actions except in and out are internal. Let a(NP/) denote the set of actions in NP/and a(CP/) the actions in CPi; define the internal action set
u{c O), c (2) tj = 5, 6}
With the A CP Bisimulation Tool it has been verified that
This leads us to conclude that D specifies a deadlock-free mutual exclusion protocol.
Although the examples given in this section were of limited size, they were clearly nontrivial. Manual verification of the b/simulation results for both mutual exclusion protols is very cumbersome.
Relations with other finite state process models
There are many finite transition system models for protocol specification, and verification tools exist for a number of them. Such models and tools are for instance presented in [15] , [2], [1], [8] , [9] , [17] , [14] , [11] , [13] . Because ACP~ is a universal model, it has at least the expressive power of finite transition system models. In ACP, all computable processes can be finitely specified. A computable process is a process generating a computable transition system, i.e. a transition system of which the nodes and transitions can be enumerated. 3. the translation of P to ACP, is the process expression <IIE > where I is the initial state of P and E the set of recursion equations resulting from step 2
The translation [P] of a composed process P = P1 ® P2 is the process expression
with al, a2 unique actions and//1, H2 defined It can be proven that for each S/R process P,
P ~ tr(IP])
In words, the transition system defined by P is isomorphic with the process graph of
ACRe-translation IPI (except that a transition labeled b in P is labeled [b] in tr([P])).
ACP, bears relation to several algebraic specification formalisms for which verification tools exist. The ACP Bfsirnulation Tool is related closely to Squiggles, a verification tool for the specification language LOTOS presented in [8] and [9] . Squiggles builds transition systems using inference rules just like the ACP Bisirnulation Tool, and it is based on the same bisimulation decision method. The language LOTOS is related to ACP~ , the main distiction being that LOTOS allows the parametrization of processes and actions with abstract data types.
Ecrins ([14] , [17] ) is a verification tool based on the process algebra Meije, which is related to ACP~. An important distinction between ACP~ and the process algebra underlying Ecrins lies in the labelling of transitions. ACP~ has strict interleaving semantics; in the action relation model transitions are always labeled with single actions.
The Ecrins algebra has the convention that each signal (action) has an inverse, and there is a synchronous action product operator • that is commutative and associative.
With the alphabet of actions the synchronous action product forms a free commutative group. Transitions in Ecrfns transition systems can be labelled with synchronous action products. A special feature of Ecrins is that the user can define his or her own operators in the algebra. A fixed definition format ensures that bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for the new operators.
New developments
As mentioned before one can specify infinite state processes in ACP~. Although the transition systems for these processes cannot be effectively computed and stored, there is a remarkable theorem stating that a certain class of infinite state processes may be finitely represented in bisimulation semantics. The class of processes for which the theorem was proven in [4] contains the normed BPA processes, processes without r in which a termination node can be reached from any subprocess by a finite number of transitions.
In recent times many more processes equivalences have emerged. Two equivalences that are related to bisimulation equivalence with r-abstraction are r/-bisimulation and branching bisimulation. It has been proven that, for verification problems of the kind ? rl(p) ~* q, these equivalences yield the same result as bisimulation with r-abstraction if p, q do not generate r-steps.
The time complexity of verification tools such as the A CP Bisimulation Tool may be improved by the use of parallel algorithms. According to [10] , the transitive closure of a graph can be computed using a parallel algorithm. In the computation of a maximal bisimulation, the refinement of each equivalence class of nodes can be performed independently. The resulting improvement in complexity is the subject of further research.
